LINKING ENVlRONME T AND FARMING

LEAF's Integrated Farm Management

A Case Study on air pollution for World Environment Day
LEAF's Integrated Farm Management (IFM) consists of nine
sections and is a whole-farm approach which delivers more
sustainable farming. The aim of this case study was to identify
how practices within IFM contribute towards a specific
agricultural challenge: air pollution. To do this, data from the
LEAF Sustainable Farming Review was reviewed, and findings
from a Sustainable Development Goal mapping exercise
utilised to demonstrate IFM's role and contribution.
The LEAF Sustainable Farming Review is an online self
assessment tool that aims to aid businesses in their
implementation of IFM. It includes many questions and
practices that support a businesses in addressing air pollution:
• A Farm Environmental Policy which includes reference to eliminating or minimising pollution
• Completing a Pollution Risk Assessment which is reviewed annually
• Developing a Pollution Risk Action Plan based on the Pollution Risk Assessment which includes
reference to improvements that minimise the businesses impact on the air.

All LEAF Marque Certified Businesses must complete the LEAF Sustainable Farming
Review. In 2018, of these LEAF Marque Certified Businesses:
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carried out waste

management best practice

48%
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used a carbon

footprint tool

In recognition of the importance of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), LEAF performed a
mapping exercise in how LEAF's IFM delivers towards achieving these goals. Air pollution is linked to
multiple SDGs and as such, a wide ranging approach is needed to tackle the challenge it presents. A
mapping exercise performed by LEAF demonstrated that IFM's whole-farm approach delivers against
both single issues such as Air Pollution, but also multiple SDGs.
Below are just two examples of IFM's interlinkages with the SDGs, and how this relates to Air Pollution.
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Fuel use is inextricably linked to air pollution.
IFM encourages businesses to measure and
minimise energy use on-farm and to consider
renewable energy sources where possible.
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Agriculture contributes significantly to nitrous
oxide emissions. IFM encourages a wide range
of crop management strategies and for
chemical inputs to be managed appropriately
and minimised where possible.
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